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Critical Thinking Skills: An Interview
with Dr. Richard Paul

by Barbara Christopher J -\ ,

< Dr. Richard- aul isthe Director of Research at The Center
_ _

ifor Critical Thinking,at Sonoma State University in Rohnert
Park, California. 1-l has written 6 books and close to 200
articles Center Critical Thinkings on the subject. The nter for ritica, ----
condtiets workshops, conferences, advanced research and

so _disseminates information about the theory, and practice of
critical thinking., On-Septembeil, 19,98, I had the pleasure of

inte'rVie-wing-Dr,Paul on the meaning of critical thinking and how

5'

we carpincorporate,critical thinking into ourlives and the livesof
our students., _ ,_,,, , - _ ili- '

\ ' I
) '

)Q: Pr.
I-

Paul, could we begin this interview with ci working definition of-criaal thinking? \ .
( 'til2 , ')

-, ) --, , , _

RP: The first premise to begin4ith is that We as humans are by nature
thinkers. Virtually everything we do is 'guided by.otirthinking. If there are

L 1

i ,._tendencies Which are built into the human mind to think poorly, then these
i

r ___
tendencies will spill over into much Of o)Jr behavior; action and deciSion --,,

making, thereby, lowering, the quality of that action or decision making' (Critical
thinking occurs as people recognize.that thinking itself does_not necessarily.'
graVitate.toward high-qUality: Rather, it often gravitates toward loW quality., So
then Critical thinking is the systematic attempt to think about thinking in such a

- - ,way as to take it apart and recognize how it is functioning,-evaluate it for its j /
strengths and-weaknesses, and restructure it to make it better. In ,otherwords,
it's thinking about thinking 'while thinkingkin order to make thinking better;

,

thinking improving thinking. ,___ , (- ,

,(--. < Q. What are some traits of a goodicritical thinker?, I ,-
-RP: Intellectual humility would'be bn`-e This trait-implies th4 you,knbw
when you - know-and when yoU,don't know.ryoU have knowledge of your

F/

/ ignorance. You can understand this'best by considering its opposite, intellectual
arrogance You see in many humans the tendency to believe they know things
of which, in fact, they are ignorant. Prejudice is afOrrnof intellectual arrO- ,,
gance. After a few experiences a pa-son may generalize, beyond his or per
experiences and begin stereotyping, thinking that he or she-knows a group of/

' peopleWhich they, in faCt, nave-only a very little information about. A person
c, with intellectual humility would know what they know and know what they

,don't'know and ,are' able to fill in the gaps of ignorance with knowledge rather
than to confuse-a belief, however passionate it might be, with knowledge:,

"1 _Another trait of a good Critical thinker would beintellectual perservance, the
c,. , - - ) , , . ) , -,r i '

0 , )
(continued on page 8)
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From the Project Director
kyElizabeth Bryant McCrary

_ .

,(Elizabeth "Beth" Bryant McCrary is Project Director
fdr the Lifelong Learning tyetwOrkand the,Information
.TeChnology Training Program at Georgia Te0.)

. .

As you receive this issue of Word's Worth, the -I

Lifelong Learning Network (LLN) is rolling out the
Road Scholar on it's maiden swing arouncithe state.

,Jhe Road Scholar,-LLN's mobile computer training
-) lab, began_its 10 city tour on September 14, 1998.
, The 36-=foot Airstream interior was designed by

Danny Carkran at the Center for Rehabilitation _

Technology to contain eight student corhputer
- -_, workstations and:one-teaCher station. The Unit WA-S. ,,, -., i --)created to assist Georgia's literacy practitioners in

-_. ---.
,- the use'and integration of coMputerlechnology.

)- ( / '1 '
,

- --The Road ,Scholdr curriculum for t-98-99 is /made up,'
of five one-day courses:-Classroom RecordjZieeping

.(database), SDA Record Keeping (administrative
--, , database)? Desktop Publishing, Hardware Opera; -- __

\ tion/Troubleshooting/Upgrades, and Software ,

Applications as Teaching Tools. The Classroom '
?Record Keeping course is being offered on the ---

'2 initial statewide swing: \ The courses are taught,- _.,) _

twice per site before the unit Moves on to the next
location. , (

, . ( _-
\-- 1i

, ---

During the_year; the Road-Scholar will Circle,' r
Georgia three time-s remaining-in each of the 10- (
cities for one-Week. The cities currently hosting the 'J
Road,Scholar ate Rotne; Gainesville, Augusta, ,s---

- Swainsboro, Columhus, Warnei,,,RObins,Albally,
i-Hinesville,-ValdoSta, and Atlanta- The first, training
swing will be completed by November 19;=-1998.

-,--- , .< . ' 2
I pro'udly,intrOduce th6 Road SCholar t-)eam: Eliza-
beth Dillon-Brack (curriculUrntleYeloper/ manager),

, _ThSherri- McElroy Clark (instructor); and Fitzpatrick\
, Reid--(difver). --You will hear:More from.the Road, , . -, issueScholar team in the Winter-`99 issue of Word',,s

/ )
, \ o

-s- Wort/pas we share our road trip experiences and r
` feedback. V l' ,;

\

-

)

U

Th'
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The Lifelong Learning Network (LLN) is a
collaborative effort between the College of
Architecture's Centerfor Rehabilitation Technology
at Georgia Institute of Technology, the Georgia
Department of Technical and Adult Education,
and Literacy Action, Inc. LLN's objectives
are to:

. Provide staff development training
courses that promote greater computer
literacy and fuller integration of computer
technology in the ABE classroom.

Develop a series of videotaped
-supplements for literacy instruction.

Design and produce CD-ROM tools
to supplemeht the videotaped series.-

Execute research to determine the
benefits of video supplements and
computer technology in the advance-
ment of literacy instruction.

Open an avenue for exchanging ideas
between ABE practitioners, researchers
and policy makers.

Staff:
Beth Bryant McCrary, Project Director
Liz Dillon Black, Research Associate
Barbara Christopher, Admin. Coordinator
Sherri McElroy Clark, Road Scholar instructor
Bill Curtis, Multimedia Developer
Mark Johnson, Research Associate
Arthur Murphy, Research Scientist
Fitzpatrick Reid, Road Scholar Driver
Ron Rucker, Project ,Coordinator
Patty Wood, Writer/Producer

For more information on the Lifelong Learning
Network call (800) 428-7323 or visit our website
at:http://www.arch.gatech.edu/crt/learning.htm

3
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Using Charts as Thinking Tools
, ( ,,

by D ebbie Guerra (-,_ ,

.
'1f )

,, .. ....--,
)

, - - ,_/'--

(Debbie Guerra is a Literacy-Technology Consultant and former ABE(Adult Basic Education) Teacher and Program Coordinator at
1 , r , , x

- the Brooklyn Public Library Literacy Prograrn_in New York. Debbie:suggested- the=following lesioTtn response to a practitioner's L.-
request. request for an adult literacy activity incorporating critical thinking, spreadsheets and chah's.)

-----, ,, ) ( \Technology is an excelleni-vehicle for promoting active charts. ,It/may be helpfUl to b`rainstorm charts that, they have-
learning among students, introdubing them to basic concepts of - learned to use in their lives, such'as train schedules or nutri-
critical thinking and infOrmationliteracy while they learn tional information onlood packaging>
essential workforce computing tools.

`--
` _. ----

Most instructors use newspaper or magazine articles regularly ,

r Next, demonstrate-the database or other tool you will use to'
... create the-chart by making one yourself on scieeivand showings

students how-it's done.) Keep this lesson very simple)and-basic;1-

,,
in their classrooms as a springboard for developing reading, students actually l'earhbest how to make charts by doing it _.

( --\ \ ,

writing, thinking andtliscussion skills around issues of concern / themselves, Be sure to demonstrate how to format; enlarge and
to students. Often, teachekapproach articles through prepared --7 move columns, change fonts or add grid lines. Again, you are
questions and discussion leads. Students then work-individu-^ >' only showing them the their; ingertips. Real learning-

. ally Pr in grouRs-to.explore the material by tackling the - will occur when they use these tools'ori their °WM' ..
\. . l

---/ questions'. Technology can extend this learning experience 4. Next, ask students to_plan and deSign their 'charts, deciding,even-further. Students Can delve deeper into the exploration of :
. -on the issues they want to compalP, such as education,
information by creating .charts using databases, spreadsheets or---*-

/ -- -lininelessness, crime. Next/students set up and label the fields
" tables to Compile, compare or contrast the inforniatiom -_ -/ - across thetop that will contain the specific information. Then)

. _ ....,--

,-
e-m) ` place the names-of thay oral candidates in rows beneath the

The following sample activity assumes that students have read ) r afields, completing an empty Chart noWready_to fill with , . >.,....

and-briefly-discussed article(s) concerning candidates running information.
.- / (-

-,
i

. - -
for . mayor or other political positions. It is important that ! ' 5, Working in groups, the student. rereadInd discuss articles,
students work in groups to complete thiS activity, both to\share s

pulling out data to place in the columns next to each candidate.
information and to help-each other learn to use a new technol- Discussion will involve finding information and summarizing it
'ogylool: Thisactivity should take place in at least twos, ,

ouincolumns. At this point-students will als begin to change'/
/ sessions so that students haveSufficient time.to ekplbie th s----e( column size or move columns around and should be encouraged

3 information and the sOffware.- Teachers can get a ipt of , to experiment and custom-build their charts. *--"
,

/ --:
rt(-mileage out of making a chart; don't limit it to one session. , ,on

r- Secoriel SessIon
First Session_, ' 6- Students continue to put data in the chart.
I. Ask learners to,bring
articles to class. Once
organized into grbups at
computer, tell students that
they are gOing to construct a
chart that compares the
candidates running for mayor-
based on issues of concern.
2. Take time to familiarize

, , .\
students with the software
database, Spreadsheet or,
tables. First, show them hard
copy examples pf comparison
charts in newspapers or,
materials they are reading so ,

they become familiar with

(

r

When the chartsLare finished on ithe,computers, ask students to_cut and paste /-/
them-into aT-word_prOcessing document, s,

(

' (

-write a surnmafy`of their findings, and .
finally, print'a copy of their work.).'

AI, By the end of this activity students will /
, c

have`actively used many thinking-Skills
--- a's they planned, designed-and-created '

.-their own charts
-

(' `-s.

- (This article has,been reprinted with
-\-- permission from the LiteractAssistance

) Center in New York and the Literacy : - -;

Update Vol. 7, NO/3 November./ ...- r
December 107 edition.)(

CONSIDER REGULARLY DISCUSSING WITH YOUR STUDENTS HOW AND WHETHER
THEY ARE ABLE TO TRANSFER THE IDEAS THEY ARE LEARNING IN CLASS TO

THINKING IN THEIR EVERYDAY LIVES.

7-

-
c

/

7-



Helping Students Ask the Right Questions
(-1 by Diane Della Crocer

(Diane Della Croce, Ph.D. teacheS Critical Reading and-Writing, Literature and Research at Adelphi University.) '\ -C.l,
One of the most challenging tasks forme,as a teacher is to get writing, thetwb ways they make ens'of the world. Qu'es- ( ,- -students to think critically. What<do I Mean when I tell' tionSfocus on identifying and articulating issues, Conclusions,

("<-students Lwant,them-to think critically? And more impOr- and reasons; quality, of evidence; value conflicts and asst.-imp-
tantly,-how do my students interpret-this directive? Students , ',dons; ambiguous words and phrases.; fallacious_reasoning;

, will argue that they
explore -the

think; and they are-quitetight.
But as'we begip'to explore-the possible definitions and irnpliCa- -
tionsof critical

'
thinking we usually-arrive at the conflict

c- between opinion anclevaluation._

rival causes; validity of statistics; omitted significant informa-
bon; and Possible reasonable conclusion's.

vl'Allof these Concerns help students diicern between,unin-
' `, - ,- ) ) 'formed opinion and eValluation(that requires them to separate,, ) , ,, In.the many years I have taught both traditional freshmen n-/-- analyzeltexts and experience and synthesize their exploration '

entering college directly from high schooland adult learners, I
have found this conflicta most productiVe_site for exploring

I- student resistance to questioning their preconceived ideas and
beliefs based-on-untested assumptions. The basis of our -\-- ,-

--- fe he .exploration f, o establishing a w groundede app r oac s to, critical thinking, is While this is not a new ap- `9 i''
-proach, the Socratic method of'teaching has,a lOng and proven

-- ' hi4tory, nevertheless die problemof convincing student's that
-there arno "right answers" to-many issues that ,

7--''underline their_
( 1 `1 I )

and academic lives is as, c, r ,

perennial one,C_'

'In my many attempts to teach critical thinking, I, lk
J have foinid that a separate course foCused on critical

thinking --_, more accurately a course infcritical
- -7 e '-)reading/writing/thinking - - is more productive,than

,
teaching these skills as -part of a curriculum. When I
have assumed that critical thinking skills are ' .

,-
sOinehow woven into reading/writing/thinking about-
texts and experience, the content ofthe course seems -,, , t ,, . ,

--t-_ -Jto overshadow the process of understanding and-
making sense of these texts and experience.,

m , , -\,_ ,, .--- - ,-: ,,
,,,,While it is somewhat artificial to-separate content ,,,

--from-process;--I havecfound that Concentrating Ori-the c
t

, process involved in- crifiCal thinking-helps students
become aware of their own particular skills-and how' /,

) J
, they 'make sense of texts and experience. Question- , r

(-: ..--
,.. in> textkandexperience in a certain way, making

studentsTrefleCtive 'about themselves as critical thinkerS, is the,
t- , , ,

--first step toward teaching critical thinking as a mode, a way of
, t -.. N c.<approaching life within and outSideofthe classroom.

,-- _

based on these questions. Their, evaluation is their decision
about the worth of what they are - exploring. They are in effect

-` a true critic, a kritikos Whoge judgement is grounded in a,. ) .,, , _ ,
'thoughtful p_i..(i-Ss.

J

\ ,
<

Forfraditional freshmen, ilibse questions present a challenge 2
that.in'creases in difficulty as_they require more sophisticated ,
levels of inquiry especially those concerning assumptions,,

(value conflicts, and value preferences. I
found that for adult learners, this approach can
be more productive since.the-y-,usually haYe

< -
greater range of experienceran-dhave grappled'
with negotiating isghes-in.Meir own lives.

\i+pplying these questions to texts they must 'C ,
) read and decisions they,Must make their

daily lives'gives the`adullearner a practical
approach-to thoughtful evaltiationi 'Although
freshman are also engaged in these,activities,
the-adiilt world of juggling work and school, '

child rearing, and economic-pressure provides%-- -

aMOre pragmatic, less theoretical arena to `-
ex plore and exercise these skillS.

\
With this in mind, I have- experimented with several texts on
critical thinking for My Critical Reading and course
and have found Asking' the Right Questiops: A Guide to Critical '

Thinking by Mf-Neil Browne'and Smart M: Keeley, published
l

M
/ by Prentice Hall, a useful central-text for both traditional
c `-- -freshman and adult leaers, It provides`shidents,with a

concrete strategy --_L away to approach textsand experience'
f with 'Specific questions. To quote the authors, "if-integrates

cognitive and yalue,dimensions - L a very importanl-aspect of
critical thinking and personal decision making." It is a concise meaning, and why they have come to some evaluation either
text that asks students to-excavate their own readingand within or outside the classroom: T,

`Using .a centraltext-such as- Asking- the-Right
Questions provides a_way to,explore

_,,critically read/write/think about literature, film, I

art and everyday life. In a Critical Reading and
k

Writing'course, students can bring in, texts and
t ',,,experience from(other courses so the curricu= _

) lum can be somewhat fluid \and more applicable to each
student's needs. Especially now:When students are required
toincorporatileshnolOgy in the forniof Internet,researh,
comprised °fan Overwhelming array Of "bites'. of information,
-students need a practicaLmOde of evaluation.

,

Reading/writing/thinking critically is an arduous; sometimes
disconcertingi-but rewarding challenge that questions students'
ideas, values;' and that underline thetbehavi-or.

i-,TeaChing critical thinking the centerpieL(Of a curriculuni-
demands that leainersstop arid pay attention ">'- take note of
how they_are negotiating texts and-experience totrilake C

BEST COPY_AVAIILA81E 4
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, Integrating Critical Thinking Skills into
ABE Curriculum

(% :by Elizabeth Odom

''
,.._,
, c

.;)

2, ) , ,)
I.

:..((Elizabeth Odom-is a-Curriculum and Program Specialist for
,_Literacy Action) Inc. (LAI), a non-profit adult literacy provider,

.___), / )tniAtlanta, Ga. CurrentlY, she is developing curriculum for the
( Learning for Life, Video Series as well as serving on they .,

Program Development Committee feir LAI's Program expan-
sioenir ' - - ) ...., __ ,

\_

-- I/ Frequently WheiCp-ractitioners addressthe subject of critical .---
-, ihinIcing;they-spealc 'of-it only as a'higher-Orderthinlcing skill: x

, which cannot be address,ed_with-their students-until several --
levels Of ba'Sic literacy have. been maStere\d.--Ifis true that ,..,*/ , -'analysis-, syntheSis and evaluation are highevel critical ,"-
thinking skillS. (See Moom's Taxonom}/). However, it should

( also be noted that adult basic education learners;-even at the
lowest levels of literacy, find thernSelVes Utilizing critical
tfiinking skills-nearly everyday. Like their more literate
counterparts, their- lives require,thern to make important'and

:complex decisions", for example, identifying and corimunicat-, -
ing accurately their siek child's symptoms to a)pediatrician or T.---
making a decision about appropriate' lder-care torah aging ' L
parent: 1, i /.parent: \ , ,- -

J ( , /, . VIi / .. \ ( .1--' , 1.- / .._ _
- /

Literacy Action Inc., of Atlanta, -is `a private, non-piofit adult
literacy provider., Each year, we serve hundreds_of students
ranging in skill level from 0-PHS (post highschoop_in class
room settings. For many years, we \have utilized a sonieWhat

-broaclerifiterpretition'of critical thinking than that which is 7---
traditional. Foundational aspects,of critical thinking such as

,making comparison's and-categorizing are taught-to even our
lowest level students (0-2.9): PrOviding activities -early in the 1
curriculunrin which studerits,are to think critically riot only sets, ,... , /

J-- the stage for academic success, but is also a greatmolivator and
retention tool. StudentStan see directly how what they are '---/

,--1 learning in class impacts their "real" life - and they.Cari begin io-- .

use these new skills right away.. ---
..

-,
, _ , _ ,- ....,

( In ,1996, DrDaphne Greenberg of the Center for the StUdy of
-Th 3 Adult Literacy at Georgia State University Was cornmiSsionedm

by Literacy Action_to-review the strengths and weaknesses of\
( our existing program and to niake reconimendatiOnsforits

future-direction. Her thorough-evaluation included an analysis .-)

'of our curriculum; literature review, and extensive interviews
and observations with LAI staff, instructors; current.and, former

sl

students.- 1
I \_ -\

the LAI curricufuin baseclon Dr. Greenberg's,research., This '''.

) N,,

Following if G 'r., reenberg s report-Literacy ACtion's-President; --/
L Made Eley, appointed a Curriculum Development Committee , -

P consisting\Of threeLAI staff members', to review and expanct"'

,
)

committee analyzed her report, reviewed workforce and ,1,
governmental changes which would affect our prOgram
(SCANS, DTAE, Welfare-tO-Work competencies) and held-; I

additional discUsSions with LAI staff and students. The result
was-a revised and expanded "test" curriculum for Literacy 1-

)

Action Inc.
..._.)

_.../- _, , _.,_
,, ---

I,----

Recomm endations for expanding LAI-lessonsson conte n t included
, additional critical thinking objectives for all levels to be met (

*Sl
\

/ '\ (continued 10) ' ,,.- \ . on page
/

,_,..I

t -I

Bloom's Taxonomy ofrSix
Cognitive Levels

Level I: Knowledge
A starting point-that includes both the acquisition 6f inrorniation
and the ability to recall information when needed.

A: 'Classifying
. B. Distinguishing opinion from fact

C. Giving definitions and examplei.
D. Outlining and summarizing

Level 2: Comprehension
The.basic level of understanding. It involVes the ability to know
what is being communicated in order to make use.of the informa-
tion.

A. Making comparisons
B. Identifying structure
C., Ordering steps in a ptocesS'
D.- Reading charts and graphs
E. -Recognizing meaning
P. Identifying main ideas
G. Identifying relationships

Level 3: Application
'The ability to use a learned-skillin a neWsituation:

A/Estimating
B. Anticipating probabilities
C. 'Making inferences
D. Applying math.'

Leve14:Analysis
The ability to break down inforination into its integral parts and to
identify the relationship of each part of-the total organizatibn.

A: Judging completeness !
B. Recognizing relevanee;& irrelevance
C. Identifying story elements
D. Judging sentence seqUence
E. Recognizing fallacies'..

Level 5: Synthesis,
The ability:to combine existing elements in order to create
something original.

A.
B.

C.
D.

Level 6: Evaluation
The ability to make a judgement about the value of something by
using a standard.

A. Makinggeneralizations
B. Developing criteria
C. Judging accuracy'.
D. Making decisions
E. Identifying values
F. Identifying the mood of a story

Communicating ideas,
Planning projects
Forming hypotheses
Drawing conclusions

"""
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Face to Face in a Nightmare: Critical Thinking and Reclaiming
_by Cynthia Blodgett-McDeayitt )

-- ,

(Cynthia Blodgett-kkDeaviti is- a doctoral candidatexin Community and Hu-s:nian Resources at the University of Nebraska-Lineolh. Her
dissertation involves researching ways that highly educated women. learn to relearn following,a "cognitive event." She is currently_
workingas an Instruction Design Specialist in theResearch and Development unit of the Department of Distance Education at UNL
(http://claSs.unl.-edu).)- - ,

, -5 - ,- ,\ z
It was a dark and stormy night it could have been, anyway
don't remember what the day waslike. I do knoW-that I was
happy. I donLt remember that-1 ,was happy, but I know that I
had constructed-my life, so that I was happy. I loved my job.

. I - challenges; I would be unable toTtake the TABE or any other
initial'test. Letter's, danceand my eyes don't track property. ;.

) Unless I told you, how-would you know-that I am a Ph.D.,
candidate? HOw would you prepare me to succeed in any

loved my,husband and my 'family. My oldest child had jitst,(",
(,-marred. I had.an active ehtirch-life that brings much fulfill-
rment with teaching and fellowship.-As the critical thinking
coordinator for a largeteacher training technology grant, I was
looking forward to a series of critical thinking inservices with
three scho61 distrietsRight up my alley and-very exciting! I
was looking forward to upcoming conference presentations9I
hid just turned_in my eoinprehensive-examS for my Ph.D. and'
was planning my dissertation proposal. I was having weekly,
meetings with my girlfriends d6ing what I called "ritual
chocolate" and enjoying girly fellowship. I

,
was doing all of these things, and Was happy.

\

That was my life that day, -September 11,
1997. Living my life-to the fullest. What a e(

concept! But I,got in the way of some electric-
ity that_Was not where it was supposed tolCe,\
and that day my life as licnew it changed in an

.---,instant, "Acquired traumatic,bram
injury" That's what the rehab specialists-call s
my new little friend. Mild TBI. A term that I
had not heard of before. Oh, -I had attended LD

1

workshops and had learned some of)the issues
and concerns of adult educators who suspected
that ilargeproportion of their learners had/
undiagnOSed learning disabilities. As Teacher
TrainingrInStitute Coordinator for the Ne-
braska Institute'for-the Study a Adult Literacy for 3 years, I;
had triedto includeinformation about teaching to all learning

,r styles and modes in my inserVices. I was not an LD specialist I
hadsnever heard the term "brain injury" or "head trauma' in

"c these s On LD in adult basic education.

educational-pursuits?,
, ,

s
The primary message of this article is that my'new cognitive
status placed me firmly in the profile of the adult learner with
learning difficulties. With my cognitioncin autopilot, informa:
tion processing was scrambled, but certain structures, like the r
framework-of dsturdy-old barn, remained' Critical thinking Y,
and it's essential partner, reflective thinking, comprise that
framework for me, and saved my intellect after rhyJaceident. I
literally am rebuilding myself.. My message to the entire
literacy and larger adult'ed field is fromithe,perspective of a

); learner who knows what it is to struggle to
remember and make sense.I struggle to
learn. I struggle to read Because I -am in the
learning business and knew about learning,,
the framewprk that serves as my/autopilot
led me to figure out`that I re-quire informa:
tion to be presented to me in different
modalities for met° learn. I believe that I
have personally discovered the value of

"experiential education, as well as the value
of teaching to multiple styles in the leai:ning

j'setting. Critical thinking is so innate in my
daily being thatit became,the SPrilliboard
that I used to facilitate recovery, to negoth
ate-the health care system, to not become a

_

lk

`s.

- A
That was thehaSnd this is now. I didn't lose the old knowledge.(
I

,
did lose memory from the 3 weeks immediately prior to the

accident. I don't remember the wedding. My day planner says'
that my &tighter got married. I'm starting to'regain bits and

'pieces, but I don't know if I am remembering or if I am
constructing from the pictures. The most noticeable immediate
loss was my ability to organize informaticin and the loss of
language function. The Comps were done, thankfully, except
for the one that I needed to re-write (I learned about later). I'm'p."
now ABD (all but dissertation),and.qualified to doall sorts of
things, but heaven help me if I still needed to-do the exams! I'd
be dead in the water; as they say in my'native Minnesota!

---
What does all this

were
to do with critical thinking orliteracy

,concerns? If I were to shOw up in a literacy programWith my
bundle of disorganization; math incompetence, and memory

)

victim-of different systems,lo regain my
temporarily lost voice as'an advocate for the adult learner.<

,r
2

First, whale backgroundon the nature of the accident. Unlike --
a blow to'the head, a car accident, or a fall; severe electrical
shock wounded me by doing a sort of generalized blowing 'of-
my cognitive circuits.--MY 'higherorder processing was blown
out. My active brain that was used to talicitig to"itself all the "

,timend getting a lot of work done \ won its own-as suddenly
very weird! Rather than having

,_) .silent. This was vepne set of
symptoms that would result from a blow, my'symptoms were
diffuse. NoneSWeredebilitating. But as one Of my rehab care
providers ,said, for a person such as myself who is used to --

"dancing in the top 5%," loss<cif higher order skills-is a major,
life-changing event.tven Avilh my higher orderiprodesses off-
line, I was told that I was still functioning like the average
person. With half of my vocabularydestroyed, what remained
was still more than adequate for everyday living. Small'
comfort! My only job skill, as Iperceive, is my ability to

- unpack complicated concepts and then bring others tonew_,
) ,understandings. New'industry standardsfor employees

,
,

(continued on page 7)
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Face, to Face in a Nightmare: Critical Thinking and Reclaiming
Jcontinued from koge 6 ( -

, N -)

throughout alllevels of work,require that employees be able to - ( Models of Critical' Thinking
) ,

, communicate-effectively, to solve, and-work coopera- There are different schpols of thought about what critical
,----

tively in teams: With these abilities challenged, I felt thaemy ---''- thinking-looks like -'One model holds that critical thinking is a c'.
, I I

emploYment was at risk. - , , ---/ higher order process parallel to problem solving and/. ,,..) - , l
/ ------ ,-- , -inetacognition..Another model has Critical thinlcing as an(

So,--what is critical thinkitig?Why this circular conversation Umbrella Covering a'number of processe-s including-problem
-, about critical thinking an&my experience? 'believed before', solviiig,.higher order thinking, and melacognitionTJofin-

and 'still hold that critical thinking is crucial for literacy learners. - Chaffee, Ph.D.;,deschbes thinking critically as "our active,
_,- '

)

We cannot afford the time to become:experts befo,reibecoming- purposeful, arid-organized efforts to make sense of dat) world
critical thinkers. It is'far too easy to fie cheated,-to be-victim- ' by carefully examining our thinking and the thinking of Others -

. ized, by those Who count on people not being able to think
through advertisements, contracts, campaign promises,(inediCal

---; advice...the list goes on. Possibilities for exploitation are /'--
endless. And who pays? The individual who eannasee through
the hype,_the rhetoric. -- (

\
._ )

---)

. This term has 2aught the attention of schools, industry, and (
----

politicians who seek to improye learner outcomes. -Have you'
f. ever heard someone say Something like-teach them to think

in order to clarify and_imptove our understanding." This
i

(
s, thinking

-involves for ourselves, being receptive to new ideas, f

supporting our viewpoints with reasons and evidence, discuss-
-ing ideas in-an organized way, and thinking actively. Richard'
Paul, Ph.D. at the Center for Critical Thinking describes 35

x--:- / -. - ,Dimensions of,Critical Thought that include affective strate-
( gies, cognitive strategies micro-skilk, and cognitive (

strategies macro-abilities., These dimensionvre specific
thinking skills that further clarify what critical thinkers do as

critically and they Will be better able to succeed/work/learri"? they mounter- information and life situations.' (See the
;74, 7-), )On' the other hand, have you ever heardcSomeone say "teach , _ ) Center s website at http://www.sornona.edukthink/K12/ r-

( them to think critically .and they will be challenging parents/ kl2class7strat/stratall.nclk) _ ,,- -
,-- -,

.
teachers/bosses",?_People in general do not understand what ,-. ,

critical thinking is. They get caught up in the Word "criii-cal?" ( The model that'I synthesized for my Masters thesis still makes
_ \_

withoht unpacking their own emotional responses. 2
--) the-most sense to me critical thinking is a triarchic structure

three-faces of thinking that-are vastly different yet work
--, , / In Sptember, 1993, United States Departmenfof Education , together tcTenable us tosurvive in'the midst of change. These

. ,
(Secretary Richard Riley stated: .`the vast- 'majority of Americans -,/- three paradigms, called absolutist, generalizable/and holistic-,

do not kridw that they do not have the skills they need to earn a -- corresponds somewhat with the ev,olutiori of cognitive psychol,
living in our increasingly technological society and international ogy.-Regardless of the model,eritical thinking refers to -----

, ,
marketplace." The-Words of Secretary Riley provide a summa- .cognitive proceSses that allow a person to grapple Witft},/' -}
tion of the State of adult skills in the U.S. today., We all know \_ infOrmation,ina meaningful way and to make new, meaningful

4 this its old news now While the results of the survey have --,:-. insights into a situation or problem. Critical thinking involves
.beena point of debate since -its release,, the alarming point is that / thinking not only systematically, but also creatively; about a- -

a large portion of the U.S. population-not only do/ n'ot have/the, , content area, problem, or situation. --\ .

' literacy skills needed to negotiate the current and futilre joti/ r- -

market, but are, also limited-infinforination literacy skills. To Three-faced model . ( , .5 '_

_ _

--J some, informationliteracy is 'another word for critical thinking,,
applying critical-thinking to'a vast amount of information that

.
bombards the individual on a daily basis. c :----

-----z

This segment is grOwing.at the rate of at least 1.4 million per
yeat--700,000as dropouts and '700,000 as funelionally illiterate
graduates (Kim, 1992). Some even suggest-that in Western
culture nearly all adults can be categorized according to Piaget'S

--,concrete operations level,-with approxithately half of the adults N
never reaching the abstract operations level.'

.- ,r - i

I-

This model emerged frorrran extensive review of the criticaf
thinking literature available in 1995. Each of these three_
distinctly different views-of critical thinking, three different
paradigms, correspond with instructional strategies that work-
and don,'t work:,In fact,-instructional strategies that mirk for --'

one of the paradigms actually do not work for the others. The 7 '
oldest description of Critical thinking is termed Absolutist. This
view holds that critical thinking is something that can be done
only after a person has reached /a lev,e1 Of expertise about a
content area, snch-,T auto mechanics or medicine. Only, after
reaching expertise, a process of education that can'take yeats,--/,

These findings are Concerning to adult educators beeause we are -is-a person able to think critically. The second paradigm is ,
,

charged with helping learners to 'navigate a (sea-of policies and called Generalizable, where critical thinking becomes-a set Of
sprocedures, from rental agreements to- welfare -to -work plans. skills that an individual may learn-and then use in any content-
With the_myriad of-doctors that I was sent to, and daily phone
calls with workman's,comp, the generalhable critical thinking

_
model -L-- those specific skills that are applied to different'
content areas helped me to ask questions to clarify, probe, ,--

reframe, and keep at it until either my husband or myself could -?

)
I ) l-

/ -\ )
'1 ' t , ,,,

' t'-/ \.(continued on Pagel71-1) Y, ,

area or life situation. From this'view;critical thinking becomes
a tool for transferring knowledge to new-situations;- including
real life." .`

The third paracliiin, the Holistic paradigm of critical thinking,
is actually a-blend of both absolutist anc_generalizable with amake an assessment, and therefore, an informed decision _,--

regarding my care.
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Critical Thinking Skills: An Interview with-Dr. Richard Paul
- continued from poge 1

ability to workthroUghdifficulties in thinking in order to-solve
probleinsrthathave some inherent complexity iathem. This
would contrast with intellectual laziness, a trait which is

studeritsrafter a certainnumber_of years
'of didicatic instruction. Students expect-teachers to spoon feed

ery ,) j them evthing and as soon as, learning encounters any,.
difficulties there is a naturaffendencY to-give itp4.That's a lack ,

of intellectual perservance'. Intellectual perservance is Mani,
fest inqhe ability' to target and w-Ork-through complexities.
Fair-niindedness would be another trait of a good critical
thinker.- This is the ability o represent views, other'lhan your
on accurately as opposed to the minds-natural tendency'to
reject a Yiew, and then represent it inits worse possible form in

,order to justify our,rejectiOn.

1

difference between practicing to advanced is quitea relative ,

- Q:' Cbuld'jyou,speak to the importance of reflective)
thought and how it relates to critical thinking?

RP: Noticethat I defined critical Chinking as thinking /
< ,about thinking. That's exactly what the term reflective means.

When you are reflective youire looking at your thiriking in
order to'determine its'quality presumably. We reflect not ;

-)) simply to see where the mind,has been or'how it's structuring
thingS,"but to determine itsrquality in order to improve it. Let's'
take the case of ajeflective writer. You write a sentence and--
youseflect-on the sentence_You reread-the sentence and ask,
"Is-this,..,what I want,to say? Does this make the point I am
trying to make?. Does this sentence need further elaboration?
Does it need an example, an illustration?", This is the thinking
of wa reflective writer. ' 1){'
Q: -When learning new,skills,-we generally-move th>ough,
stages of developmentrtb perfect that skill: I assume this would'
be the same for critical ihinking_s6lls. if that is. -)rue what are
the stages of 'Critical thinking? (

I

RP: The first/stage, the unreflective thinker, is where
we all begin. We don't think about our thinking. We are

. controlled bY our thinking; we don't control it. Our thinking
may come from-the media, from -peer grotips, frOm television,\
from newspapers or seven misconceived experience. Whatever

twe are taking in-and using in our thinking, we are not aware of
so N've' are, unreflecti4 ) Tlie-second stage occurs when we \
Undergo a crisis of recognition that our thinkingis not L .

whatit could be.. We discover that our thinking often has
1/)(' problems-associated with it. Our thinking beComes problein-

atic and we recognize thatthere are things-to be learned that \,
-__ we haye not yet, learned. The third stage occurs ,When we
VT., begin`egin to try to do something about the problems in our )

thinking. We call this stage the beginning thinke. InTa way
', that's misleading becaiise it soundslike the person hasn't been

thinking. What we mean is the beginning critical thinker: -

'beginning to think about your thinking with a recognition that
_there are problems. The- product of the third stage is the

recognition-that sooner oi- later you(need to practice good
habits of thought regularly,. So now you move to the next
stage, the'practiCing stage. You are-beginning to develop
regular-habits of g_ood thinking. You are far from an accorn-
plished'thinker,, but you are practicing, and what you are,
practicing is improving the quality of yoUr thinking and with

,L,distinction. The final stage we recognize is that of mister';'
\ thinker. The thinker inuthis stage is a Person who whatever . y

1 .1

problenn is presented, would tend todo;goodthinking about it.)
The master thinker ask's,good question's. They look for the right
kind of data:, They Conceptualize data effectively. They_ test L

their thinking effectively. When they are able,to clO this in
kind of global sense acrosthe-various domains of their life,
they are approaching Mastery stage. This is contrasted with the
ideal thinker) which iSpbrely hypothetical. No one actually

(\ achieVes the ideal in full' measure. The ideal thinker, you might
say, doesn't exist. 'Thus all we can do is,achieve some mastery.J
Of course becoming a master thinker/does not mean thinking
free of mistakes. VeryOfteh our best thinkers;are those most
aware of the weaknesses in their thinking rather than people
WhO become confident that)their, thinking-is at ahigh )
When I wOrk with students using these)stages, the further along

.

'they develop, the lower the place themselves: There's a
. tendency on the part of people who don't think-very well-to ,

1( , think_that they think much better than'they AO. As they become
more skilled,,they recognize their own .weakness more. You
might saythat this-is somewhat akin to prejudice. TheYperson
who is least prejudiced is usually someone who is keenly aware

) of their prejudices. The person most prejudiced is the person-
who insists they are notprejudiced at--all.-So-there's a kind oft

-' paradox here. -/
Q..\-- . In an earlier conversation you'said: "Cr itical thinking' -.
of any kind is never universal in. any individurii; everyone is ,r, , ,-, _

. /,' subject to episodes of undisCiplined or irrational thoUight,
Therefore the developmnt of critical thinking skills' is a life

-,, long endeavor." Can you elaborate-On this ideU? . -
1 _

t 1 \

thinkRP:. First of all, wheneVer you i there are eightstruc:
Wtures present. We don't really have time.tdexamine each of

, these structures everytinie we think. 'Thus there are many
possible mistakes that-even the besi thinker will make. \

Q: What are-the sight structures?

RP: The eight structures 'consist ofthefollowing. )

1) Whenever you think, you think for apurpose or goal,
something you are 'trying to achieve. 2) Whenever you think;
there must be some questyou are trying to'answer, some\
problem you-al'e trying to solve, or some issue you are trying.to
resolve./3)1Whenevei Youahink, if yoti have a question you area
"trying to answer, you need)data, facts and experience.
'4) Whenever you take data, factsjand experience, you-need to
interpret it. 5) W,henever you interpret data, you use conceptS'

ideas., 6) Whenever you use concepts and ideas to interpret
data, you make assumptions.; 7) Whenever you think; coniing_to
conclusions on'the basis of data, _concepts and assumptions, -

your thinking haimplications,'and consequences. 8) Whenever ,-\`
youthink, you think within a point of view. There are,eight
questions at least that,you could ask of, any 'thinking. What's
the purpOse?-1What's the question? What data do we haveio.
work with? How are you interpreting thesedata? What are the

.) key concepts or ideas we need to understand here? What-are we-
taking for_granted-I-What are the implications of proceeding as-
we are proceeding? How are we looking-kthis? Is,there

,( practice eventually there is adyantement. The next stage-is another way,of looking at this? -In mythinking even in'the best-
the advanced thinker;,althougli,,there_c_buld be manrstages,
of advancement in going from practicing-to advanced. The (continued On page9)

,

9
,
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Ctirical Thinking Skills: An Interview with Dr. Richard Paul
continued from poge 8

' of 'times, I'm not checking all of those all thelime. It is' r

painfully easy to 'ship up'in thinking'. All yotineedto do is have_
/ an error occur in any on,ose for a ripple effect to occur. Ifef the

K.-

I rsible to be a human and-not develop bad habits first because we
think fdemany years before we are at ihe stage when we can
apprehend our\thinking and think about it in a truly conscious

you,are makink a wrongussumptiOn, tharcan throW you off. way.
you canpose the wrong question. The nnportant question x r
but you are focused on question y. Your purpose may be off. /Q:' You spoke beforeabout the' importance of a'teitcher'_-:.,.
target a bit. You are`aiming in a northerly direction and your dveloping his or her-own capacity' to think critically/so that he
need to aim in a southerly, direction. You may need to reshift or she can appropriately model the brehavor. ,Could you,tell us_
your goal. ,ThecOncepts you are using-may_be flawe,,insuffi- how you would go about`doing

, , rcient or limiting. You may not notice the implications-or (' r
'consequences Or the way you are proceeding.--,You rhaymeedto '{ RP: Let's,go back to,the stage theoty,Tor a minute. At _I
shift your wholeway of looking at it You May need to adopt a what' stage is the-teacher? If the leacher is anunreflective
different perspective. Even though I and many others are trying thinker,that ieacher wilknot be able to teach reflective thinking
to adopt and monitor our thinking with these eight-structures in : to the students. (There is no guarantee that because somebody
mindove are all_too awarethat mistakes slip into them- We teaching, he or she is a good thinker. Ifthe person is a
often catch our mistakes later or sometimes never at all We relatively -goodthinker, let's say that\he or-ishe is at the practic-
lOok at any given structure Tbriit's clarity, accuracy, precision, ing or advanced stage, he,or she will recognize that his or her
and relevance.,Wecantake the data and we expres-sthe data - own thinking is often-flawed and will have lots-of experiences 7,

clearly.,- We express the data-with acertain-degreeM precision. that he or she can cite where he or she thought well and wheie"
Are the data accurate and significant? Hov,Care We classifying' -,she thought poorly. The teacher wduldIhen Wave the,arrimUni,
the data? What are the implications of using these data rather tion to use in the modeling process because her own expefiendek
than those data? So ycbir can focus in on' a structure and then t" tells her here I tholight well hire I thought poorly, here I came
bring fundamental intellectual standards to bear on that struc- to-a conclusion based on insufficient data and these negative
Lure. The complexity here is that you,should recognike that -. consequences, followed, here-I gdthered the-apprOpriate amount
even the besthinkers are going-to be -Malting mistakes. ,of data and solv,ed the problerri effectively,here I lost some .

/ money because I looked_at this investment from only one point
Q: -What do you need to-bring to the table before you-cati a view. You have these insights into the problematic nature of ,

think critically'?' Can people learn critical thinkinkskills liite in your own thinking anckare enabled to enrich the classrobni with-
.life?'

I (1:

- k Ka variety of examples. You give the students-an opening sense
'r , of what they need to discover,abod their own thinking to move ,

7 RP: Everyone is a thinker'''. Everyone is using all Of thOse in this direction. Ideally, we,want teachers_who are well aware
eight structure's plat I mentioned anclz,has,beeti\ using them-for- 1 r of where they are irr their ovViidevelopThent and are committed r
_years. All of us-ire-capable of imptoVing our thinking no/ to develop as critical thinkers. Then, there are three things you
matterwhereswesare or what age,we are. .Vhether'We are Jcan-,do tobeip persons think hater. Thefirst_thing you have to
motivated is another matter. I think that the main problem is \ do is engage them in ta'sk's thattequires the thinking-you are'

Inot, if you will, in the hardware butlothe -software. In the case c,. looking for. If teaching aclassininvestinen(s, yOuinight,tedely
of th-e students, they'Ne_gOt the brain power, but most of them.. ., the students how to engage in-investment opportunities, analyze -
have developed so many, bad,habits of learning ancr they are such opportunities and evaluate the strengths and weakness of

\-- using their badhabits of learning-to try to learn. They keep-, ',them. In other words, engage in the kinds of thinking that j
falling-finto the vicious circle of trying to find spine simple ' investors need to become successful in making investments. f

solutionto internalizing content that they end "up forgetting a lot This is to be contrasted with simply getting the students to ,-,
of what they-meinorize,d,(which putsthemin continual house r; 1 repeat back the items from a chapter orsepeat back what yinu--- L
of cards They buildit up and it collapses, and they bug-it - said in a leeliire. Very few people engaged in tasks in the real 2/

,againfand-il- collapses again. This leads them to be, discouraged, world'haveto memorize what-they work ,with. Most haVe to
---.'' alienated and unmotivated. Whdt-We need to do, if we are -.,-, 2, `' engage in some prObleni-solving or objective achieying. They ;.(. o

learner, is to begin to discoYersheelements ofthbughrand use \ (( have goals that thejrintist achieve and they monitor the means"-,
them consciously--in our-thinking, that is become more reflec- \ by which they are trying' to(a,ehieve them and self-evaluate iii.
Live.'-Whenever we arkedoing something Where We,have a goal - order to become more,'effective. In any, case, we want to design
_or "objective, try to establish a, habit of questioning-our goals and , -- -activities in the classroom in which the students thinks inthe ,.
'objectives. What are we'trying to accomplish and hOw are we j .5\ manner that we want. But? we can design an activity and the '-' ''- - ,
'going about it?. Then whenever we are thinking (and we,are 1 student may,not have a clear idea or sense of what we are -'

:, thinking every day)'we are trying to answer questions. Try ib asking for ThiS brings in a second component and that is,trying ,

make the questions more explicit. What,problemS am I facing? -- modeling the thinking we vvant. The teacher might say.' "watch

try to rephrase the problem in a number of different ways and '' --in ,frOt of the studenrslowly spelling out each step along the )\' ,

,

Let,Me purthoge problems more precisely into words. Let me - me as Ithinic4hrough this problem,'-'-, The teacher thinks aloud )
,

_Tick out the_best waytO put it. ,How much information do -I- , way to some provisionalranswer. Doing, -in essence, what we
hiVe aboathis problem or with respect tothis(goal? 'where did' ; want the student to do. Third, we.need to hcildthestudents )

),I get my-infarnation? What -that information based on? Do I responsibleto assess their thinking once they've done it. So,if
need new information? NoW,,,how-do we,,get the person to be _ ' you imagine this as a diagram, there would he three circles.
motivated teaskthese questions and to understandLtheir k .-J "The-first circle Would beto engage5yOur students in the ,

importance? )That's the problem., EVen from the point ofrview '.thinking you want. The second circle would be model the
of the learner, We're continually falling-back into bad habits of,- thinking you .want'-And finally the third circle would be' o, ,_

thought which we have developed firstrIes Virtually imposz . hold your student's responsible for the thinking that they do. re
;

9
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Integrating Critical Thinking Skills into ABE Curriculum
continued from page .. .

, ( 1(, ,s

via class projects designed to develop class cohesiveness and reinforce all literacy concepts and skills learned during the quarter. --
Bloom defines synthesis as, "The abilitytdscombine existing'elements in order to create something origifial." Wehave discovered that
,

combine
"s projects" are a useful tool in giving our students practice in critical thinking particularly synthesis and1evaluation._ :,--- ---)

1
/, 1_ .--- r-, ,(^ ? , , ,

1 , i .
Descriptions of two class projects follow. They are simply examples. The project parameters used are limited only by imagination.

)

1

Project for Lower Levels (0-2.9 & 3.0-5.9)

Critical Thinking Levels Addressed: Synthesis and Evaluation
Project Objective: To eXplOre a new way of using a non-academic skill you already possess.

Directions:
Part One: Choose something you currently do successfully. Expand on it.
Example: If you are a good cook, try a new, complicated recipe and serve it to guests.
Example: If you are a good choral singer,-perform a solo at church or some otherpublic gathering.

Part Two: Recite or write about your experience, Be sure to address the following:
A) What is your area of success?
B) How did you expand on your area of success?
C) How did you feel each step of the way?
D) What did you learn from doing this new thing?
E) How do youfeel now that you have accomplished this new success?

Project for Upper Levels'(6.0-8.9 & 9.0-PHS)

Critical Thinking Levels Addressed: Synthesis and Evaluation
Project Objective: To create a booklet titled, "What I'd Like to Tell My Children About Success".

Directions:
Part One: Every week, using a composition book or word processing file, make an entry relating to some aspect
of success. Example writings might include...

A) Completing sentence starters: "I feel successful when..."
B) Interpreting famous quotes/sayings about success or reaching goals.
C) Descriptive analogies: "Success is like..."

Part Two: Proof and edit your entries. Give the finished.booklet to a child or young person you are close to.

)

'( , `')
L , --t , 1 I 1 .- `,

\ ' , 1( ' ,. \ , ,. _ ' :2',
A ,, (. 1 '

Literacy-Action's holistic approach to addressing literacy\competencies, particularly incorporating critical thinking skills at all-levels
of literacy is an important aspect of our cUrricultim. There has been an overwhelming positive response from both instructors and
/students regarding the expanded LAI curriculUm. Three instructor feedback sessions were condubted throughout the 1997-1998-
school\jfear. Additionally, all, students were surveyed about program and curriculum changes at the end, of spring quarter 1998.
Ninety-nine percent of sitIdentS responded that they felt they were making progress toward their personal literacy goals. Nirety;eiglif

), percent reported that what they Were learning seemed useful in their everyday life., It is the perception of ourstudents-arid staff that__ A'
activities in which adult basic learners are asked to think critically early in their program foster bOth academic and,personal'student

_/,t ( --success4 - N
,

, J
'' ' ' i

1 -0- )--/ , ,
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Face to Face in a Nightmare: Critical Thinking and Reclaiming

-

\continued from poge 7 ,

'heavy dose Of creativeithinking. Thepurpose of such creative/ 'changes in how I was_perceiving my daily existence.,My
I critical thinking is forthe inclividilif to be able to negotiateine/' . descriptions of the silence in my head-miist have seemed

dangerous watersofclaily existence; and hire a happy life. The --4'` strange to them, since people who have voices in their heads-:
?

-, .- absolutist influence is, important because we surely hope that, , J 's- , usuallyhavescimething else going On. With me, it'srne talking
nurse

_ .. ..___

professionals- Whon,We entrut,ou'r health,,our education,, ', to myself to getsworkdone. One nurse even suggested that the , , ---i
.... . --- tand our cars, are actually experts in their crafts. Expertise-is the (- new heart palpitations and unexplained flush were Menopausal!

( tacit knowledge, the knowing that we do without thinking //( d / '', 1,
L.:

_

about-the process/6'. Expertise is the 1(noWledge did not The value of thisinspect of critical thinking -was never more
-- lose. (Bringing the tacit kkiwledge back into daily exaMinatiOn clear than when the managed care company-referred me to their -

has been an interesting,process.) ' -

1 j
The generalizablefiace is -the need for individuals to master the
tninkin&skills, theproblem solving' steps, the analysis, the

,,neurologist for assessment. After hopping up andflOwn;
walking on my toes, remembering,three or four. simple (words,
and squeezing his fingerS, he told me-that I needed to go to a-
psychiatrist to "get a little something to help me with

evaluation. All of the steps required to-negOtiate information one stress.",I questioned that. TO mesthe stitement'Was reminiscent,
, (higher older levels. Creative thinking-is the-spark necessary to k of (the asthrharrnedicine incident. At 'that_point I did not have

' invent the new technologiesmthe newoinnovatioris, a`s -the MTBI diagnosis. I was still being shuffled frOm one doctor
_thelittle daily solutions,that make life somuchpore enjoys to another.,It was hird to'make a decision, but this one didn'tt
able. It is-thislace that I enjoyed everyday before the accident, \ sound right. I know thedifferencebetween mental illness--the/
and embrace as-my salvation,. -- }' domain of psychiatrists--and injury. Ten-months later rlearned -),

-
that the recommended .drugs are damaging to brain injury-

,Eyen though I was notithinking-well in, ahy content area and
Hazards of,not thinking critically Patients,My cognition would have been made eVenfurther

reduced. 1 t

could not remember anything for more than a feW-seconds, the'
,steps involved in critiCal thinking were so tacit that t was Cindy, Goes Postal - 7'.

literally thinking On automatic Pilot:I hid alWays been very, ,Prior to the,accidenti knew how; to-look at informkion, 17,
proactive, even-aggressive when -it came to-the health care-of situations,,andWake accurate decision. Lkhew, when' decisions
my family My_mother was a nurse, my-sister a phySiciahA needed to be made and how to follow through. I followed the
firmly believe in the benefits of holistic health practices,
,gatheting and evaluating informatiOn before taking steps. On

' Oceasion I would trust the experts 'and usitally,spaid dearly..
J----

s\ ,-/ \)t,....
, \ ,- 4 -1 , , r .

One time, when Phad an asthma attack, the alinic,p4siciin '--
. cprescribed a tablet and an inhaler.that he was certain would

help me_His experience informed him that it would-help. My'
..---, -f ` I .- expenence informed me that it _wouldn't. Despite my objec- -

tions that medications in-the past Ilk] made the condition `e', -hold_bills,7 Monthsafter the adcident,-,I realized that rny,injury j--

--, Worse, he assured, me, that thek were the standard treatments - ' was haying financial repercussions,-Bills-were late so Ph-d late
and thousands Of people use theSe medications Trusting_ \ fe

(

es:- There were chargeS for purchases that I made from
the expert instead °fitly experience,4 I started-the medication , ' telemarketers because I didn't Make good decisions. When I -
the ,the iiextmorning'aricPwithin a few hours Thad passed out in - ; ' came to realize that there were signifiCant3problerns, I beeime

I / .., ,.., 1

)toxie shock. It wasMy chiropractor -- a certified acupuncture. i unglued. Knowing decision making processes and being±able to-
i practitioner --, 'who treated' me?and,helped me to regairt.thy N) use them efficiently are two different places to be. Decision , '

health:In this case, not:listening to my own conclusions-and : i .---- '' making requites sorting and analyzing information; two)0(ills,
L trusting the advice ;of the expert nearLy killed me:So,.I decided -, that Pdid not have. So I transferred deci-ion,rnaking to others,

to trust my own experience and my- °Wm experiencein the- - , and drew from my old knowledge todevisea plan to
.

future. , -

) Trained questioner,

'research model to organize information and to,follow up with
--decisions. After the accident -I struggled with sorting throbgh, ?)
the information: Lack of short term memory made decision
'making of all kinds verSi-challenging. I relied,on my husband to
help, me with decisions. MY-frUS-tration tolerance-waS low while_,
actual levels were high.- LifeiS/ filled\with daily decisions that
makeithe difference between being victimized and being
proactive: When' was finally able to take a' look at the house-

myself these higher order skills. r .
L

JSorting \
-What is the question? What are the facts? I have continued to ( Tiking my rehab into my own hands, I journeyed' 6aCk into my

uesbe'a qtioner. As a researcher, I have learned to be persistent years as a4eacherof t?
young children to find. ideas to teach

N, when asking for sources; for clarification, for data and general, myself to sort. Every day-__evei'yone has to'sortisoinething,
information-to help meld disfingbish between personal- whether it's deciding what to do with the mail orfolding

..-
statements and verified facts. This Persistent questioning - laundry. I took myself to-the grocery store (actually, since I
demeanor did not seem-to be appreciated by the managed Cite don't drive,much anymore, My husband and I went to,the store)
health professionals with whom I wasforced,to d'eafWithi / and I-started to 'sack the groceries.

1

It was 'Very difficult for '`-
following the accident. Also, being a-reflective pefson, and a many months.\Putting cold foods together. Not puffing yeg,:-, 4 ---student ofi highly metacognitive adliisOr in my graduate , etables in with the kitty litter or potting-soill'Froten goods in-

>program, Pwas fully aware of exactly how I learned, hoW I - plastic bags. Diffieult_decisions2Eachlittle success camein the
processed infOrmation, and O
own cognition. Apparently this is unusual, because the nurses \'-- /- ' ' ,

ther aspects of the workings'of my
,,

forin of a filled bag in the grocery cart. trewardeernyself

did not understandWhat I was talking aboul'-when I described

,
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The journey continues. I have not recovered in' the' physiologi:
)

cal sense, but have relearned. I am able to work with a
"keyboard in a-semiproficient manner now. .I can have a fair

/- conversation without malcing ()triers confused.-Each word was .1
"individually reclaimed. Each Memory was reconstructed. Each
communication skill has been stumbled over and practiced
again and again. By knowing how, to think critically -about just
being, I could access old knowledge, ask necessary questions',
and gather information to take little steps forward. The circular
conversation continues, and I urge, each_and every-reader to
take to heart the wondrolis working of your mind and take)the
time-to observe how you learn, how you wrap your brain
around information. Understand' at for some of your learners,
it will be by teaching them how to structure information, homy

t(to think ABOUT information, indeed how 'to sort, that will
provide lasting skills to survive and enjoy life. ie

,

Face to Face in a Nightmare: Critical
Thinking and Reclaiming

continued from page 11
, . r

some way with each success. Being intrinsically motiAiated by
/nature, it was enough to know that I made a step by myself.,
Extrinsic reward was nice too. This is just one example of.-..,identifying-a deficit (problem finding) and drawing from old
knowledge as a teacher to'devise a plan (predicting barriers and
visualizing, success) and take the action (the assertive habit
from days of old). r,

-( s .-l' \
Does this sound familiar? Does this sound like any learners in

/
your-programs? Now, imagine that you have a learner mho
presents,with,these challenges and comniunicates'in a disor-
derly fa4iion, hut who is highly,thetacognitive. This'is a

,fascinating situation to,be inins To have the old knowledge
intact- -the knowldge teacy program desig, instruction,_ 2 e of lir n
teacher training, adult learning theory, teaching practice--but

) pi
overlaid with new challenges. At the present time I negotiate ,
information,as a person with learning challenges and communi-
cation difficulties, bin with a solid base of-literacy knowledge; '

_ ,-
research knowledge, critical thinking knoWledge, and learning 7

theory and practice knowledge. ---c
---- .-, ,--

1 f
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Upcoming Events

Sixth Annual EAGLE (Exceptional Adult Georgian's in
Literacy Education) Awards Program
January 20 - 21, 1999 Crowne Plaza Hotel, Macon, GA

The EAGLE program is designed to recognize outstanding students
enrolled and participating in literacy classes throughout Georgia. For
more information call: (404)679-1625.

International Conference on Women & Literacy
January 24 - 26, 1999 Atlanta, GA

The International Conference on Women and Liter y will bring
together a diverse constituency of researchers, pr ctioners, learners, and
policy makers. This constituency is being broug t together to pose
problems and develop an understanding of the linkages between
women's lives and their literacies. Issues for discussion will include
welfare reform, domestic violence, health, and ethnicity as they relate to
women and literacy.

For more information contact Sandy Vaughn at the Center for the
Study of Adult Literacy at Georgia State University at (404)651-1400 or
email <alcsvv@langate.gsu.edu>.

Technology and Adult Basic Education:
The Changing Role of Teachers --1999 Winter Institute- -
January 27 - 29, 1999 Atlanta, GA

As the use of technology proliferates in the adult basic education
classroom, the role of the teacher may be expected to change. Some
suggest that employing technology may require a shift from more
traditional didactic teaching to a more fiditative approach. The 1999
Winter Institute will provide a forum where the ramifications of
technology and adult basic education will be explored.

For more information contact Barbara Christopher or Mark Johnson at
Georgia Tech's Lifelong Learning Network at (404) 894.0561 or
(800) 428-7323 or via email at <barbara.christopher@arch.gatech.edu> or
<mark.johnson@arch.gatech.edu>.
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